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ORBIS ADOPTS A
UNIFIED APPROACH TO
TACKLING BLINDNESS
IN CAMEROON
253 million people worldwide are estimated to be
blind or visually impaired – 80% of these cases are
avoidable. If countries where the problem is greatest
continue to work in isolation, turning back the tide
of preventable blindness will take forever. For this
reason, Orbis conducted a sight-saving program
in Cameroon in conjunction to the World Sight Day
(WSD) this year. Globally, Orbis and partners have
been training local doctors and supporting hospitals
and health centers to deliver low cost solutions at
high volume, such as screening, cataract surgery and
providing glasses. We can achieve so much more, if we
have increased support from governments, partners
and donors to deliver this vital step change.
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Held on Thursday October 12, WSD 2017 saw our
Flying Eye Hospital’s clinical program in Cameroon
working in full swing.

Geoff Oliver Bugbee/ Orbis

Of course, major initiatives like this take many months
to plan. When we began discussions with Cameroon’s
Minister of Public Health, we discovered just how
underfunded the country’s outdated surgical equipment
and treatment techniques really were. Cameroon has
just 73 eye doctors serving a nationwide population of
24.63 million.
American glaucoma specialist, Dr. Charles Cole,
was a first-time volunteer faculty member aboard our
Flying Eye Hospital when it landed in Cameroon. While
there, he used the state-of-the-art facilities onboard to
unselfishly share his profound knowledge and skills with
local doctors via live surgeries, hands-on training and
lectures. Thanks to the Flying Eye Hospital’s cuttingedge 3D audio-visual system, it was not only those
aboard the plane who were able to see Dr. Cole’s
live demonstrations of the latest surgical techniques,
countless other medical professionals around the
world could benefit via live streaming on our advanced
Cybersight telemedicine platform. Greatly expanding
our training’s accessibility and impact, Cybersight
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smiles!
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Local trainee physicians observed surgery
via the 3D virtual reality (VR) headsets in the
Flying Eye Hospital’s Alcon Classroom onboard.

ensures the compassion of our volunteers and supporters
is now spreading light the whole world over.
“Orbis’s facilities are the best available anywhere and are
perfect for teaching ultra-advanced surgical techniques and
methods to doctors and nurses in almost every country. I
have taken part in several overseas medical missions in my
career and I have never seen the level of support offered
by Orbis. Orbis is truly a remarkable organization and I feel
privileged to be a part of it,” said Dr. Cole.
In addition to linking experienced doctors and needlessly
blind Cameroonians, Orbis also urged the country’s
government to prioritize eye health. By working with the
country’s government and various on-the-ground partners,
we aim to achieve universal access to eye health for
every Cameroonian. Such a huge step forward will require
major changes to critical elements. Specific examples
will include the provision of consumable medical items,
financial accessibility and mandatory vision screening
before the issue of drivers’ licenses. Effective public-private
partnerships will also help equip Cameroon’s healthcare
system to implement and sustain change.
From citizens to policymakers, from doctors to patients, we
aim to bring long-term hope to preventable blindness by
inspiring everyone to do all they can to help end the war
against sightlessness.

By the age of 25, everyone should have the opportunity
to lead a happy life. Sadly, Cameroonian youth, Illdevert,
was one of those deprived of the chance. With Iritis
and Fuch’s uveitis afflicting his right eye and then
developing cataract, Illdevert struggled to perform tasks
that his friends found easy. Happily, when the Flying Eye
Hospital recently touched down in Cameroon, Illdevert
was chosen as an ideal case to educate local doctors
about the efficacy of manual small incision cataract
surgery (MSICS).
Freed from a future filled with endless darkness,
Illdevert’s post-op face was wreathed in huge smile.

180,000 Cameroonians forced to
live in darkness are crying out for
your support.
Population: 24,630,000

$

Below international poverty line: 23.98%
Number of people who are suffering
from blindness: over 180,000
Number of people who are afflicted with
some form of vision loss: nearly 330,000
Number of
Ophthalmologists: 73
Learn more about blindness
in Cameroon here

Orbis

EYES ON THE WORLD
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UPDATE ON THE WORLD’S LARGEST
CHILDHOOD BLINDNESS INITIATIVE

DR. RISHI WAS RECOGNIZED
AS IAPB’S EYE HEALTH
HERO FOR 2017
2017 marks Dr. Rishi’s 10th anniversary as a member
of the Orbis family and also his remarkable year with
the India Childhood Blindness Initiative (ICBI). Having
worked so hard to transform ICBI into the world’s
largest network of its kind, Dr. Rishi richly deserves
his recognition as IAPB’s (International Agency for the
Prevention of Blindness) Eye Health Hero for 2017.
The IAPB’s Eye Health Heroes initiative celebrates
frontline staff whose fieldwork and community
engagement efforts have made a real and lasting
difference in restoring sight. Although Dr. Rishi began
his career as a qualified veterinarian, he has always
done everything possible to benefit people. A community
volunteer while at college, he joined an Orbis partner
hospital in northeast India as Project Manager in 2004
and joined Orbis in 2007. Having now progressed to
Program Director level, Dr. Rishi’s commitment to eye
care continues to transform the lives of literally millions
of children.
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Dr. Rishi remains an integral part of our Indian sightsaving mission and continues to improve young lives
nationwide. Now spanning 31 children’s eye centres
across 17 states, Dr. Rishi has worked so tirelessly to
make this the world’s largest network of its kind. While

delighted at his award, Dr. Rishi is refusing to slow
down. “The many thank you calls I received from across
the ICBI network are all the motivation I need to keep
moving forward,” he says humbly.

Orbis

Quote of Dr. Rishi Raj Borah / Director of Program, Orbis India
It is our responsibility as adults and good citizens of
Planet Earth to care for youngsters and ensure their current
well-being and sustained happiness. Children are our
future and if we don’t look after them, who will?

Learn more about Dr. Rishi’s
astonishing story here
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October 9 – 20:

Oct 20 – Nov 3:

Nov 19 – 30:

The Orbis Flying Eye Hospital completed
a four-week ophthalmic training program
in Yaoundé, Cameroon. This is the
plane’s second visit to Yaoundé since
2013. John Bob Ranck, CEO of Orbis
International, also visited Cameroon and
discussed local eye care issues with the
country’s Ministry of Public Health during
World Sight Day 2017. For full details
please see our Flying Eye Hospital’s
newly launched Facebook live page on
October 12.

During the last two weeks of their
visit to Cameroon, Flying Eye
Hospital volunteers worked closely
with its partner hospital, Magrabi
ICO Cameroon Eye Institute (MICEI),
focusing on five subspecialty training:
strabismus, cataracts, medical/surgical
retina and both adult and pediatric
glaucoma/oculoplastic surgery. The
program also provided continuing
medical education for local nurses,
anaesthetists, biomedical engineers
and technicians through lectures, case
discussion, observation, symposia and
hands-on training.

Following an invitation from Bangladesh’s
Minister of Public Health and Family
Welfare and National Eye Care under
the Directorate General of Health
Services, the Flying Eye Hospital
recently made its 10th visit to the country
and carried out its fourth training
program in Chittagong. The two-week
ophthalmic training program includes
volunteers sharing skills and updating
the knowledge of eye care professionals
at Orbis’s partner hospital - Chittagong
Eye Infirmary and Training Complex
(CEITC). Raising the awareness of the
need to prevent childhood blindness
amongst Bangladeshi youngsters, the
program also supported the country’s
vital National Childhood Blindness
Reduction (NCBR) initiative.

www.orbis.org/FEHpost

Donate

HK$500
per month

Please support our pioneering “Orbis MD-10 Support
Station” online shopping/donation platform! There you
can sponsor resources essential for surgeries on board
the Flying Eye Hospital or choose your unique souvenirs
to deliver the gift of sight.
www.orbis.org/supportstation

By making a donation of HK$500 per month to support
Orbis Flying Eye Hospital programs, you will help
subsidize surgeries for patients and train eye care
professionals.
www.orbis.org/partnersinsight

THE DAYS AND NIGHTS OF FLYING EYE HOSPITAL

Cameroon:
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A CLOSER LOOK AT VISION
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EYE MAKEUP PROBLEMS
AND HOW TO AVOID THEM
Beauty has always been a woman’s BFF (best friend
forever)! And never is this truer than for busy career
women in Hong Kong whose eyes and faces must
always look their best. Worryingly, if not careful in how
you apply your eye makeup, you can easily develop
problems such as inflammation of the eyelids and corneal
ulcers. Says Dr. Jeffrey Pong, the President of the Hong
Kong Ophthalmological Society, “the best way to avoid
such problems while keeping your eyes looking dazzling?
Simple, adhere to a comprehensive daily eye cleansing
regimen and attend thorough regular check-ups!”

Another common visual problem affecting local females
is dry eye syndrome. “Most of the patients in Hong
Kong who suffer from this problem are women,” added
Dr. Pong. One of the most common causes of dry eye
is prolonged wearing of contact lenses. “Those wearing
such lenses for lengthy periods frequently become
used to and ignore discomfort resulting from dryness
and reduced tear secretion. If not careful, sufferers can
develop conjunctivitis or corneal abrasions that can cause
permanent damage to their sight,” Dr. Pong concluded.

Dr. Pong added that while eye diseases can affect people
of any age, gender or nationality, many local women
suffer “female-only” problems such as inflammation or
corneal ulcers due to their poorly applying makeup or
undergoing cosmetic surgery on their eyelids or lashes.
“By carrying out routine cleanliness and undertaking
regular eye check-ups, women can easily avoid such
problems,” said Dr. Pong.
2017 FW

Stephen/ Orbis

December 2017 - January 2018

Orbis Raffle

January 9 – March 5, 2018

Orbis Kids Sight Friends
See-n-Feel Tour
2018

This festive season, Orbis is once again
tempting donors with scrumptious seasonal
Winter Cookies in five irresistible flavors. 100%
hand-baked right here in Hong Kong from top
quality imported ingredients and 100% free of
additives and preservatives, our Winter Cookies
really are ideal festive gifts!

www.orbis.org/hkcookies

Like to support our sight-saving initiatives
but unsure how? Simply buy tickets for our
annual Raffle ahead of Chinese New Year
and wrap them in red packets as gifts for
your family, friends and colleagues! Costs
for just HK$10, each ticket won’t only give
you the chance to win fabulous prizes,
it will help our sight-saving volunteers to
brighten literally thousands of needlessly
blind people’s lives!

Earlier this year, 14 adult and kid donors
visited our sight-saving program in Shanxi,
China. While there, not only did they meet
local blind people, but they also witnessed
the joy of signt-restoration and how precious
a gift of healthy vision really is. To find
out more, please apply for our upcoming
See-n-Feel Tour by watching your inbox of
Orbis upcoming email notification.
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www.orbis.org/hkkstour2017

Please join Orbis Walk For Sight 2018
Charity Walk with your families and friends

Stephen/ Orbis

Date:

March 4, 2018 (Sunday)

Location:

The walk will begin and end at the Hong Kong
International School in Tai Tam Country Park

Route Options:

6 km for families & 10 km for keen walkers

Post-walk fun:

Enjoy a sandwich box, stage performance and
game booths and much more

Application Deadline:

February 22, 2018

2595 0263

Corporate Partner
Program

Island Scout Trail Walk

Our Corporate Partner Program is tailored for
organizations wishing to publicly demonstrate
their corporate social responsibility by supporting
Orbis. Enroll your company and you will not
only build up a positive corporate image but
also enhance your staff’s understanding of your
corporate charity focus.

Held every year since 1998, the Island
Scout Trail Walk has long been a mainstay
of the Scout Association of Hong Kong’s
annual calendar. With participants needing
to finish either a 25km or 50km route along
Hong Kong Island Trail, this is one of the
Territory’s toughest hiking competitions.
The upcoming event in March will be the
first time Orbis has joined this event and
we warmly invite donors to support us by
forming four-person fundraising teams.

March 11, 2018

www.orbis.org/hkwalkforsight

HNA·Orbis Run for Vision
April 2018
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LOCAL FUNDRAISING EFFORTS

Orbis Winter Cookies

The inaugural “HNA·Orbis Run for Vision”
attracted over 1,300 keen athletes and raised
over HK$800,000 for our sight-saving work. Feel
free to watch the highlights at our Facebook page!
A second night run is now being planned for April
2018. Check out Run for Vision Facebook page
for regular updates!

www.facebook.com/runforvision

A STEP FOR A LIFELONG MISSION
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whirl of visits to patients and hospitals
during Orbis’s 2015 Mongolia See-n-Feel
Tour,” she added.

It’s not only the blind
who benefit from Orbis
Every parent wants their kids to grow up
unselfish and highly-motivated. Happily, all
it takes to instill such values in youngsters
is a little effort. Like to start setting a good
example for your children? Orbis monthly
donor and caring mum, Jacqueline and her
daughter, Janice, are a textbook example of
how your family can band together and help
the blind.
“At the 2014 Orbis carnival, Janice and I
met some enthusiastic Orbis volunteers.
Impressed by their passion, I asked Janice
how she would like us to help the visually
impaired!” said Jacqueline.
“Having signed up as Orbis monthly donors,
we later both went on to enjoy an unforgettable

A truly lifechanging run
Wonderful news! On November 26, our
strong Orbis running team of 23 runners
successfully completed the “10km Great
Ethiopian Run”. Amongst those who raised
over HK$400,000 for our sight-saving
mission while overcoming this incredibly
tough challenge was Orbis Running Woman
Ms. Akina Fong. While in Ethiopia, Akina
and her fellow athletes met Orbis’s on-theground staff and witnessed a sight-saving
surgery first hand. For full details, please visit
the link below.
2017 FW

www.orbis.org/hk-ethiopia2017

“At one hospital, we saw many helpless
kids waiting for surgery. Faced with
limited resources, every parent and
child in the long queue looked anxious!
Those waiting included a five-year-old
strabismus sufferer. Then aged just nine,
Janice leapt at the chance to accompany
the scared toddler into the operating
room. Once inside, she did all she could
to comfort her new friend throughout his
surgery. “As a result of our trip, we each
swore we would do all we could to help
the needlessly blind,” said Jacqueline.
After the trip, Jacqueline noticed just how
more self-motivated and compassionate
her daughter had become when Janice
began regularly asking to join Orbis
events. They are now striving hard to
help even more needlessly blind people
by simply sacrificing the cost of just
one or two non-essential luxuries each
month. The two sincerely wish that you
can join them as regular monthly donors!

Support Orbis
Monthly Donation
Program
Making monthly donations
in the name of either
yourself or others can help
Orbis continue expanding
medical training and eye
care education programs.
Your regular support will
be our essential income to
conduct sustainable sight
restoring initiatives.

More details:
2595 0263
www.orbis.org/mthly

A wonderful life
starts when
you retire

Your turn to
make the most
of your life

Retirement can be the start of a wonderful
new chapter in one’s life! Take 78-yearold Mr. Fung’s case, afflicted with an eye
infection while small, he subsequently
lost the sight in his left eye due to a
lack of timely treatment. Undeterred by
his disability, Mr. Fung studied art and
went on to become an illustrator and
a movie art director, eventually taking
up computer drawing after he retired.
Determined that no needlessly blind child
should ever again miss his or her optimal
treatment time, Mr. Fung supported Orbis
by recently hosting his first ever charity
painting exhibition and joining WSD 2017.

Seeking challenges while
looking to bring positive
changes to those who suffer
from eye diseases? Set
up your own fundraising
page now and share too to
promote your campaign. Do
make sure all your family
members and friends will
be aware to support your
cause.
More here:
www.orbis.org/
hkonline-fundraising

LIFETIME MOMENT
09

Ooboo Lai/ Orbis

Orbis birthday donation program
Celebrating a birthday and receiving the love and blessings of
one’s nearest and dearest is amongst life’s happiest moments.
Why not ensure you and your kids’ big days are packed with
even more love and care by urging your friends and relatives to
donate to Orbis instead of sending gifts?

This summer, renowned celebrity, Vincent Wong, set an
excellent example of how you can help by asking everyone
in his address book to support the needlessly blind rather
than sending him birthday presents. His generosity means
even more visually impaired people are now receiving timely
treatment and regaining their sight.
2508 7023 Ms. Tai

Geoff Oliver Bugbee/ Orbis

Geoff Oliver Bugbee/ Orbis

It doesn’t cost a lot to
take good care of your eyes

Love lives on
Have you thought about sparing a part of your inheritance,
insurance refund or condolence fund for Orbis? All the love
from you and your deceased loved one would be passed onto
grateful recipients – who are needlessly blind. Come bring light
into their lives and their families.

2508 7003 Ms. Lau

www.orbis.org/birthday

www.orbis.org/legacyinfo

We are delighted to report that PolyVision Eyecare Centres
have once again agreed to provide our monthly donors with
‘Comprehensive Eye Examination’ at the exclusive Orbis price
of just HK$350! Available for all monthly donors from January 1
to December 31, 2018, the examination covers refractive status,
binocular and color vision, intra-ocular pressure, ocular health
and fundus photography. To take advantage of PolyVision’s
offer, please present your 2018 membership card at any of their
eye care centers across Hong Kong. For further details, please
visit www.orbis.org/hkeyecheck or call PolyVision on 2866 9660
to make an appointment.

BACK ON CAMPUS
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Orbis

Knock out fear and ignorance!

You can do it!
Fundraising by
Student Ambassadors

cu
lus

“I believe everyone of us can plant the seeds of change
in others’ minds. In sharing stories of our trip, my fellow
Ambassadors and I are determined to help change
society for the better,” said Student Ambassador Sunny
Lam. Orbis believes everyone in the world has the right
to sight, no matter who they are or where they live. In
addition to building and strengthening comprehensive
health systems, we are doing everything possible to
show poorly educated people just how easily eye care
can change their lives for the better.

O
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Every year, hundreds of potential Orbis Student
Ambassadors join forces to organize meaningful
fundraising activities. Our current Outstanding
Fundraising Project Award title holder, Sha Tin
College, won their title by hosting a “Don’t Judge
a Book By its Cover” Book Sale and Blind Concert.
They also organized a Book Readathon in their
neighboring junior school to spread the word of our
mission. Think you can make an equally important
contribution to our work on behalf of the preventably
blind? Then apply for our 2017-18 Student Ambassador
Campaign before February 28, 2018.
www.orbis.org/hksac

While Chris has travelled all over the world, he feels
sharing details of his Orbis trip has given himself and his
listeners a totally fresh perspective. “Through no fault of
their own, many poorly educated local Vietnamese are
totally ignorant about the need to seek timely treatment
for their visual problems. The thousands who leave it
too late to obtain help are then condemned to being a
lifelong burden on their families. As sufferers usually lack
the knowledge needed to make changes for themselves,
capable and educated individuals like you and I must
help to end their plight.”
Know more:
www.facebook.com/
ORBISstudentpage/

2018 Kindergarten
and Primary
School Campaigns

/N
.A

It’s often said that the best way to truly understand
someone is to try and walk a mile in their shoes. To this
end, we recently invited leading local travel expert, Chris
Leung to take the lead and accompany 13 Orbis Student
Ambassadors on a special summer trip to Vietnam.

©

P
S.

Chibi Maruko Chan’s best friend Tama-chan, the girl
with thick glasses will now be spreading eye care
messages to kindergarten and primary school students
all over Hong Kong in our upcoming Eyecare Agent and
Blindfold Lunch Campaign. Tailored for kindergarten
children, young kids who donate HK$50 or above will
also be given a pair of UV-block sunglasses. A series of
Blindfold Lunches for primary schools will target slightly
older kids by asking them to try a taste of what life is like
for the blind by eating lunch with covers over their eyes.

2508 7026 Ms. Cheng |

student.hk@orbis.org

CORPORATE SUPPORT

Fortune Pharmacal

Organize your own
blindfold activity
Orbis Vision Partner, Fortune Pharmacal,
recently organized a blindfold lunch
activity where their staff could
experience team-building games while
eating in darkness. Like to give your
company staff or club members a better
understanding of Orbis and its work on
behalf of the preventably blind? We’ll be
delighted to help organize a blindfold
activity to match.

Le Coq Sportif
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Celebrities donate an
hour to serve as Orbis
tele-receptionists

Biking for charity

G.E.M. (Ms. Gloria Tang Tsz Kei), Ms.
Josie Ho and Ms. Sharon Cheung
attended the recent Bloomberg
Tradebook Charity Day. While there,
all three generously donated an
hour of their time to become Orbis
Sight tele-receptionists and talked
to Bloomberg clients. Their kindness
subsequently helped generate over
HK$450,000 for an ongoing pediatric
initiative in Bangladesh.

2017 marks the fourth time Orbis
has been honored to be the main
beneficiary of Le Coq Sportif Hong
Kong’s cycling tour. The company
subsequently donated HK$300
from each entrants’ enrolment fee
to support our sight-saving work.
With over 360 participants biking
for charity, this meant the day
raised over HK$100,000 for our
sight-saving efforts.

2508 7036 Ms. Ho

Darkness to Go Charity Sales

September and October saw us run our third annual Orbis
Darkness to Go (DTG) Charity Sale. Rather than simply trying
to make people in Hong Kong more aware of their own eye
health, each DTG sale urges people to support Orbis in their
daily lives! To this end, around 90 leading local retailers and
brands supported our sight-saving efforts by donating all or part
of their sales revenues from specially selected black or darkcolored products! The fact that Citywalk graciously served as

this year’s DTG Mall Partner further added to the impact of the
latest DTG campaign.
Thanks to everyone who participated for making DTG 2017
such a huge success! If you are interested in working together
to end blindness at DTG 2018, please contact us for details.
2508 7037 Ms. Wong

www.orbis.org/hkwsd_shop
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Wai Yuen Tong, Y2 Cakes, ZKIN, Zodiac

Sogo Hong Kong Co. Ltd
YoHo eBiz Limited

Lighting

Organization donated HK$50,000 or above (between June – October, 2017)
759 Store
A & T Co Ltd
Aeroleplane.com
Asia Miles Limited
Chiu & Partners
City Super Ltd

Club HKT Limited
Ding Kuen Charity Fund Limited
Ethiopian Airlines
Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited
Inland Revenue Department Sports Association
Jointed-Heart Ltd

Vision Partner

Joseph Optima & Co Limited
Koo Kou Ming Charitable Foundation
Marymount Primary School
Melco International Development Limited
Ngong Ping 360 Limited
Optical 88 Limited

Po Leung Kuk Choi Kai Yau School
Sheen Peak Ltd
Sing Pao Newspaper Co. Ltd.
Spirits Culture Limited
Standard Chartered Bank (Hong Kong) Limited
The Hong Kong Mantra Institute For Lay Women Buddhists

Action Partner

U Magazine
Universe Watch Trading Co Ltd
V K Hsu & Sons Foundation Limited
YEMC Co Ltd
Yuen Yee Charity Foundation

Office Sponsor

Fortune Pharmacal
Lai Yung Kwoon Foundation Limited
Caring Partner
泛亞製衣國際有限公司
Fantasia International Limited

天德行海陸產品有限公司
Teem Luck Hong
Sea-Land Products Co Ltd

先達中醫
Sincere Chinese Medicine

Unit C, 5/F Infotech Centre, 21 Hung To Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong
W. www.orbis.org | T. +852 2595 0263 | F. +852 2505 5179 | E. info.hk@orbis.org

Donation

佳運來企業有限公司
Welloyal Enterprises Limited

Orbis Hong Kong

奧比斯香港

Credit Card

One-off donation HK$

Monthly donation HK$

Corporate Donation (CY1773229)

Personal Donation (CY1770862)

Visa

Master

AE

Credit Card Number

Name/Company Name

Card Valid Until

Chinese Name

Card Holder’s name

Contact Person

Daytime Telephone No.

Card Issuing Bank

Date Of Birth

HKID Card No.

Card Holder’s Signature

(To avoid donor record duplication)

UnionPay

MM

YY

(Should be valid for the next three months)

Date

Postal Address
Please ensure that you sign the form and any alternations the same way as you sign your credit card account.

Donor Number

Monthly Donation My authorization for Orbis to debit the above amount from my credit card account monthly will
continue after the expiry date of the credit card and with the issuance of a new card until further notice.

(if applicable)

Receipt

Email Address

send by mail

Language of communication

Chinese

Cheque No.
(Please make cheque payable to “Project Orbis International, Inc.”)

Online Donation

Accumulated donations of HK$100 or above annually are tax deductible with a receipt in Hong Kong.
For monthly donations, an annual receipt will be issued in April to help you pursue your tax return

www.orbis.org/donate-online

English

send by email

do not send me a receipt

Please specify the recipient if it is different from the donor:_____________________________________
Orbis regrets that it cannot provide receipts to donors who fail to provide either their name or address/email.
Any personal data collected will be used for receipting, updates about sight-saving initiatives, fundraising and/or event
promotion purposes only. All data will be kept strictly confidential. If you do not wish to receive: 1. all mailings from Orbis;
2. all emails from Orbis, please mark an “X” in the opt-out box and return to us either by post, email or fax.
Please send the completed form to GPO Box 7419, Hong Kong. Credit card donation can be made by faxing this
coupon to (852) 2858 8888 instead of posting.

